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• Abstrsct • Phase I1: Vibration Test to Verify a
Helicopter NASTRAN Model
Mathematical models based on the finite element
• method of structural analysis as embodied in the Task 1 Aircraft Ground Shake Test
NASTRAN computer code are widely used by the Task 2 Industry Critique
helicopter industry to calculate static internal loads Task 3 Report
. and vibration of airframe structure. The internal
loads are routinely used for sizing structural
members• The vibration predictions are not yet Functions of the Finite Element Models (FEM's)
relied on during design. NASA's Langley Re-
_'_. search Center sponsored a program to conduct an The forming of FEM's have become almost routine
_ application of the finite element method with for new helicopter airframes. But to step back a
_-_ emphasis on predicting structural vibration. The moment, why are they being formed? ... what are
_ Army/Boeing CH-47D helicopter _.'_s used as the the current uses after they are formed? ... and
_. modeling subject. The objective was to engender what are the future uses as the technology
_-.T the needed trust in vibration predictions using improves and the degree of correlation advances?
,T _ these models and establish a body of modeling "Today's" functions of the finite element model
j guides which would enable confident future pre- (FEM) static models are shown in Figure ;. They
'_" I diction of airframe vibration as part of the regular are commonly used to calculate fuselap_ internal
design process, loads. What forlnerly was an extensiv_ job envoi-
s:, ving months of effort by many Stress engineers
"l has been reduced to routine runniqg of cases onceIntroduction the FEM is prepared. Then the _ame model -an be
the basis for a vibration model. |
" A better capability to calculate vibration of
_. helicopters is a recognized industry goal. More FUKnOm TECHNICALOECIII011URACT t
reliable and accurate analysis methods and T e US|STATICF|MMOGELTOCALCULATEIpMJk,IGR.F£1dIIIT|MNALD|SIGNL'_AOil-- computer aids can lead to reduced developmental INT|MNALLOAO| USE0
risk, improved ride comfort and fatigue life and t . TH|C_IITICALLG&DSON|&CNAImFMAME -MEOU_SSTME ¢¢M&NLO&GiNGFOR
|tEMEliT TOP|NMIT SIZING ANDSTME_'t INTENNAL LOAOCALCULATIONS
even increased airspeeds. An important element in AN,LvS,S
the overall vibration calculation is the _inite >
element airframe model. Under a NASA Langley <o _-
Contract, Boeing Vertol Company performed the 0 , ST*V,Cm0mU,=,S*A=,SFO,r.= . ==SF0*=OOELtEA0,,GTOV,S*AT,ON
program enunciated by the title of this paper, that _- _BMI_TIONMGD|L C0NFIG.MATIONOECI$IGN=
is, the planning, creating and documenting of a / -N0;C0a.0NLYOON_=_ t, ;
NASTRAN finite element vibration model of a __ _;
,. modern helicopter. Further, te_t requirements
were established and a ground shake test , U_==_,_,CmOO_L_GCA_CU_=. 0CC_=0_LU_
p_.rformed to validate the model. An unusual ¢= O_,L=C_,G.=
requ;rement of the contract was that each major _- (i CALCULATSAtAFA&M|FATIGU|LGA0S(I NON|t|T
step of the program be presented to and critiqued _ -,U,UM==_AS,L,_
by the Industry. J-
; The contract consisted of two phases with multiple F_ju,_.e T. Fu_ctJ.o_ e_ S_._c FZ_e E/_cmeJ¢_
b, tasks in each phase: Mod_
"Future" functions of the FEM include calculation _1
• Phase _. Planning, Creating and Documenting of airframe fatigue loads. Field problems with air-
A Helicopter NASTRAN Model frames often involve cracking of skin panels or
stiffeners from vibratory loads. Early prediction
Task 1 Planning and correction of such problems would be a useful
<., Task 2 Modeling improvement to the aircraft.
i!i Task 3 Test Requirements ,.
Task 4 Industry Critique For vibration models, the categories of functions
can be discerned for the engineering development
of helicopters. These are (1) guiding structural
design so as to avoid resonance with rotor exciting
Presented at the Second Decennial Specialist's frequencies, _2) predicting flight forced vibration
Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, AHS/NASA Ames, levels, and (3) supporting design of vlbratlon con-
J Moffett Field, CA, Nov. 8, 1984. trol devices.
I .,,
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There are two "Today" functions in Figure 2 which however, been some use of FEM for estimation of
are in routine use. The first row is the function the effectiveness of stiffening hardware in raising
to predict and control resonances in the basic de- natural frequencies• This is perceived to be more
sign. Three forcing frequencies are addressed; dependable because only the delta frequency
•_. " 1/rev, b/rev and 2b/rev. By far the most severe rather than the absolute frequency is used. _"
, and limiting vibration occurs at b/rev. However,
even relatively low vibration levels at 1/rev can be For the future, it is expected that forced vibration
annoying. 2b/rev levels are next in importance, from individual rotor vibratory loads and from
"! and can be significant when seeking very low combined rotor loads will be predicted on a routine
overall vibration. FEM's are employed at the detail basis. Not only will they be predicted, but the i
._ design stages to check proximity of the lower airframe design will be iterated before drawing re-
ef natural modes to l/roy. If analysis indicates a lease to minimize forced vibration levels. Iproximity which is judged to be a concern, the
:_ procedure would be to utilize the analysis to ex- Modelinq Plan :
plore corrective structural changes and to imple-
ment these changes in the design before As a counterpoint to most modeling efforts, this :
construction. The changes could affect both the program emphasized the planning of the modeling
structural arrangement and the structural gages, as the prime portion of the effort. All of us have
.. modeled by spreading out the drawings and getting t
down to work, typically without a very clear idea |
-__ FUNCTION TECHNICALDECI$1ONiMf'ACT of where we were headed. In contrast to this, the
5.__ . PREO,CTNATURALFRE0U_NCYetACEMENT, ,,NORFORb.NEVAHD_.REV NASA Technical Monitor ;nsisted on a well thought
ANO CnEOm,L,TVFORTHESEm_.ER out plan of attack, accompanied by detailed pre-
= == MODES POOR SO GENEHALL¥ LITTLE *
_;" , MOOIFYOESrGNBEFOREORAWlNDRELEASEIMPACT planned instructions, labeled "guides". These
_d. TOASSUHE_EOumEONATUNALFREOUENCY guides defined the modeling approach for each .
¢-_- PLACEMENT type of structure-frames, stringers, rotor shafts, z
_' = MOOERArEFORI.'REVANOA[ROELASTfCetc. Even the documentation of the modeling had J
_. MODES
:._ SDMERECOGNITIONINAVOIDINGTNESEto be preplanned. A very extensive modeling plan
.:" PROmEMSe_FOREORAWmGRELEASEreport, Ref. (1) was published. The plan was re-
,_ viewed by other Industry representatives prior to
_; . IDENIIFYSTNUrTURAtMOOEL | ,OOE,TE undertaking the actual modeling. Another unique
. MO0,,,CAT,0RSmANT,C'P'T'ONOF SOreUSe'ORPREP.R,N_..ARm.HEfeature was that at the end of the modeling, dev-NEED FOR IMPROVED TUNING AFTER A[AOY FON SHAKE TEST OR FLIGHT
SHARETESTORFL,DHTTEST TeSTFREOUENCVTUN'ND iations from the planned guides due to cause were
reported.
. e PREDICT FORCEOV'RRATION UNDER
INDIVIDUAL UNIT LOADS II E INDIVIDUAL
:_ ROTORt0ADD,RECT,ONCRO* PRESSUREI The objectives of the modeling plan were as
AND , NONe follows"
: I MOntE `, OE_DNBEFORE DRAWING FUTURE FUNCTION
R_LE,,ETOACmEV(M,N,M_UFO_E=ODS • Define guides for modeling, coding, docu- ;
.. . eREmCTUNTREATEDrORCEDV,0RAT,ON menting and demonstrating (1) stress (static) ._
_o . NON_ modeling, (2) mass modeling, and (3) vibra- .. ..
| MOD,FV0|SlGNIIEFOREDRAWING -FUTUREFUNCT'DN tion modeling (by modification of the stress ]DELl*S(rOAC,,EVE,,reMOrafORCer6's model ).
' i
• OETERM,NEUZE_OE.ECnVENESSOE. NONE • Establish the organization, schedule and re- _ _
VIIRATION TREA'MENT DEVICES - OD(;A_ONA t AIR FNAME AIL_ORIIE R
=zm_ sources for performing detailed finite element
modeling of a CH-47D helicopter.
e PREDICT TREATEOELIGHTVliRATIOk
AND • NON_
• Identify and discuss the functions of finite
• MOOIFV TREATEO OESIG_ llEFCdE ORI, WI_ D - fUTURE FUNrTION
RELEASETOME|TFLIGHTJ'dNATION,_PfCa element vibration models in the design
process.
F_u_e 2. Fu.ect_.o_ o{_ V.I.Ixz_tE.o_ F_te El_er_t
klode2._ • Provide for plan critique by the industry.
" The FEM is almost certainly applied during detail Modeling Guides
design to check for proximity of any of the higher
airframe modes with b/rev. But, based on today's Guides for static, mass and vibration modeling
perspective it is not so predictable what actions were developed. These included
' engineers would undertake preceding prototype
fabrication if a proximity of concern should be • Node and element numbering
."- indicated by the analysis. Two reasons for the
".";' uncertainty are present: (1) higher mode behav- • Frame, stringer, skin treatment.
ii17_,,ij ior of the airframe has been regarded as difficult, t predict, and (2) due to weaknesse of the • Rotor shaft and transmission modeling.
+_ currently available tools to predict vibration levels"_-_ of the coupled rotor/airframe system it could be • Concentrated and distributed masses.
;_,'i difficult to reach a consensus on whether any, predicted coincidence of a natural frequ ncy with • Changes from the static model to form
_J b/rev reflects a real problem. There has, a vibration model.
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_" The aircraft was first divided into major areas for FRAME CAPS
_ convenience in scheduling and tracking FEM activ-ities. For the CH-47D, the breakdown w s as ._
shown in Figure 3.
.i , / FRAME WEB
j) ,
t 6 AFT PYLON
CSHEAR I
i CONROD / I-1"_ 5 AFT FUSELAGE TYPICAL i
.]
;! , ..TER'U.L.GE t > '
i ,. \ co..DOi ,
.,_ 1 COCKPIT I J
,,,,.o,,';." "_¢-_2 STRUCTURAL TYPE OF ELEMENT _"COMPONENT LOADING TYPE
STA 95
CAP/STIFFENER AXIAL CCNROD
F_3u,_E3. 8r_.kdown _r_to Major A_e.r_ _or St=_._c WEBS SHEhR CSHEAR ,_.
Idode.LLn9 "
Figu._¢ 5, StatAc ModeZ2.a_gGuid_ - Frame_
A logical grid and element numbering scheme was
selected to permit traceback of the elements.."
Blocks of numbers were assigned to major sections
as indicated In Figure 4.
CSHEAR
CONROD_
w :ClNtlff ._t.. " * '
t - 31 IUPPER BUTTLINE SEAMS STA STA
05 I_0
COCKPIT NASTRAN MODEL
-_ " _"'/' I=ORW_,RO _ UPPER SUTTLINE SEAM
Figure 6. &t_ Mede2_b_90u._ - 8uZ_hEada,
AIRCRAFT COCKPIT FORWARD CENTER FUEL PODS AFT AFT RYLON _EO_?_ ) (;_td Bt._._ - L._E Be,O,_,_
SECTION FUSELAGE FUSELAGE FUSELAGE
ORIO 1TO(_ 30TO1 SOToI 1TO801 200TO1 260TO1
NUMBERS 300 ESO lEO0 2000 2000 2iiO0
ELEMENT T_) 1001T0 =O0)TOe00'_O _00'TO =O0'xO The mass modeling procedure is summarized in
NUMSERS,0SO _000 _000 _0S0 SS00 ==W Figure 7. Mass data for the aircraft were first
compiled on a standard weights tape per
F_3U2LE4. MOde#u_dElEmEe;tNurnbe,_at9 Scheme MIL-STD-451 or MIL-STD-1374. Masses were thendivided into concentrated items nd dist ibuted
items. Concentrated Items such as transmissions
and engines were allocated to Individual NASTRAN
nodes of the static model. Distributed items,
Detail guides for modeling were described. Sev- structure, wiring etc., were allocated to frame
eral typical guides are illustrated in Figures 5 and stations by Boeing program W-17, and then manu- *
6. ally distributed to nodes at that station.
%
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: CH-47DWEIGHTSTAPE EXAMPLE i ITEMSTOBEINCLUDED
- I ORMIL-STD-1374 _ PRIMARYFUSELAGESTRUCTURE2 STRUCTUREROTMOGF' "D
3 NASTRANMOOEL
t I t
(ENGINES, DISTRIBUTEDITEMS _ 1 AInFRAMEMAJORS£CTIONSI(STRUCTURE.WiRiNG,ETC) , . 2 NOnEANn ELEMENTNUMBERING
"_;_'_'_ " , ANO IDENTIFIGATIONSCHEMEt t ._; .,vzL ,,, AmFOAM,,UN-NZCTm,,,,AKOOWN
" ASSIGNEDNASTRAN STATIONS(PANELPOINTS)I ZlCENTERFORWARDFUSELAGEFusELAGE
FUELPODSNODES-PRESERVEMASS [W THFROGRAMW 17 I 4ANDINERTIASWITHIN s.AFTFUSELAGE
THELIMITS OFTHE , t 6. AFTPYLON
NASTRANMODEL MANUALLYDISTRIBUTE _ ' J ]_,_ L|V|L IV AIA.AkUE MOONLINe DETAEN
i TO SPECIFIED NASTRAN __ I ROTORSHAFT
[NODESAT FRAMESTATION _L2'FR)rdlETRAN_MISS/ONCOVER
_T_. ,--Z-_ '_'- 4. BULKHEADS,0EGKS,AND BUTT.LINESEAM
L SKIN ANDSTRINGER
_'" FZg_¢ 7. M_a Mod_r_ G_ z FLOOR
'" 7 FUELPO0
I LANDINGGEAR
'% S, ENGINES
-_ The planning effort highlighted the fact that a
"_' good static model may serve as the vibration model
'J with relatively small changes as shown in Figure 8.
_i F_gu_e q. Fo_u_ Oocu_e_zt/on PL¢. _or St_Lt/C
Mod_ng
• and its corresponding NASTRAN model, and the
rationale for modeling assumptions along with the
- _ LINK details of section property computations.
DRAG LINK _ / "="'
SLOTTED DRAG LINK IS NOT Indurtry Critique of Modelinq Plan ,EFFECTIVE FOR VIGRATION
_<_K_. In an approach which is becoming more common in
government supported research, other industry
CSHEARTOCQDMEM2_ , O members participated in the program.
Boeing, the prime contractor, was required to
: _f_'_.___ subcontract to other major helicopter manufac- i
turers, a series of review tasks. Bell, Hughes i
and Sikorsky were the participants. Upon comple- i _ .-tion of the modeling plan, Boeing briefed the
subcontractors at their own sites, and reviewed
'.- F£g_t. 8. V£b_azt_J_n_(e_teJ__g GuJ.d_ - Ckeatgt_ verbal and written commentary on what the others
_om _;_#:£_ to 11_S/uu&_onFE_I thought of the plan from their own background of
experience.
The vibration model used CQDMEM2 elements to in-
clude the axial stiffening effectiveness of skin Examples of the comments were:
panels and webs, which were neglected in the
static model by the use of CSHEAR elements. The the use of substructuring via superelements
logic was that under limit loads, the skins buckle was suggested for cost and time saving.
'.' and do not contribute much to axial stiffness.
In the vibration case under lg static loads, the a more detailed mass model was recommended
skins are unbuckled and effective.
- stringer lumping to save complexity and cost
Documentation was questioned.
; An important aspect was the documentation plan, the forward transmission cover model was too
:_ Figure 9. Quite often, modeling and documentation simplified
are done on an "as I get to it" basis. In this
, program, all of the steps were preplanned. The procedures for checking the model should
documentation was planned at four levels: over- have been defined, such as SPC checks, rigid
view, major sections, subsection breakdowns and body checks etc.
modeling details. The documentation was to pro-
vide a clear illustration of each major area being This review procedure was repeated !ater for the
modeled, a clear illustration of particular details test plan, and for the analyt.,cal correlation.
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Actual ModeIin_ Experience / _ .i_" _ .....
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_i The static model was prepared by a senior stress ll',_ll[,, ,o,o,s.,- _.__L _._._...
engineer and a technician working from the draw- *_ .........
' _ ings of the CH-47D. Figure 10 shows the final ,_,(,-_ _,, .,6 ,_ ....
-- _ 75 14
NASTRAN model of the aircraft with the statistics Hii_'j_ _ / ........ < _il _ .....
} indicated. _..#/_ Ja_p_._/ _ .....
- . O 417_4H) -- uL I, 49
|,ii$ 5THUCTUHAL 1ODES
E..,, HH.....E,. .......
1 ©
16|(1711
S_0 COAI - I[/Lq 4411_t61
• , I _ ),ES$ COIIiO0 - AIIAL1,107 ¢$HEAH _U H[LAIE|AL
t _ tel ¢TItNEN * TEIAHIIULAI 4ss_) 4',1(*'" _Sz(S0])
L } HE#|IIAIIE Tt*_5_]SSZO. CO';_ - _00"_,; A_
15| CQUAO| - {_H O LATE|AI.
SNELL
I, c.._- .,..H_At F_SU,t¢ 11. S_; Mod¢t,,b_o_ F_,'uaz_R_to_
• Sha(_t eJ_ Tr_n_i_n Cout._
-I The rotor shaft was represented by two CBAR ele-
ments with node points at the bearing locations.
"j
• _ A cruciform structure comprised of CBAR elements
-":_ was used to model the transmission coy=,. The
-d.
• cover model provided bearing node points to sup- .:
port the rotor shaft, and node points at the air-
_! frame attachments. Bending stiffness of the
,j transmission cover legs was represented by the
_.j four legs of the cruciform model.
Modeling details of a typical center fuselage frame
are shown in Figure 12.
F_su_e 10. C_-470 _I_STRANS_ Medct
The planned numbering system, previously pre-
_! sented in Figure 4, was straightforward, easily '"/_._'_' _m ,,,,, ,,,," ,,,, ,
_ applied, and required a maximum of only four _,/'Z"_ " ,,_.
: digits for grid points and five digits for elements. _ .,.
In the case of the grid points, sequential num-
bering was possible which facilitated checking for ,,.
missing poin_.s in the listing. Capability was
q provided for independent modeling (except at ,, ;
• ; interfaces) of the major airframe sections which is
:,4 ,,. ,,;
= There were disadvantages turned up. The Ioca- -'
tigris of nodes and alements were not obvious from
the numbers. Only general location was implied by ,
the block number. Any later revisions or addi-
tions ten_ed to disrupt the numbering sequence _,_
and patter.s. A principal difficulty was the es- . =, =.
timation of the number block sizes. If sufficient ___"
space was not allocated, the numbering sequence '_
was i terrupted. Estimating an adequate number "
of grid points was relatively simple, but estimating
sufficient space for the elements was difficult. F_ju_¢ 12. S_2.t.J.c t_odct_ o_ Sty.. 200 F&_e.
This situation could have been partially alleviated
by coding the element types which then would
have made the full block of numbers available for The caps carried axial load only and were repre-
each element type. The system of using station sented by CONROD's. Average cap area was used
numbers in the code Is probably the best, between nodes where the cap was tapered. Cap
although it increases the _l=e of the identification areas were reduced for fastener holes, and local
numbers, cap notches were ignored. No portions of adja-
cent skin or effective areas of webs were lumped
Details of a typical subassembly static modeling with the caps. Webs carried only shear and were
task are illustrated by the model of the forward modeled with CSHEAR'a. Web holes and stiffeners
rotor shaft and transmission in Figure 11. were ignored.
_11 _.
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The model for the forward pylon upper butUine ,__j beams is shown in Figure 13. R_ER ,
,_r_ LON[RON
,/ L C0NRODAT(6) - UE(B), 6, ?, 1/Z(5)
SOI(Q$I)
_ _ liaOl (/ 14B$3 %% 1491| 14943 I¢$f_
WLzg-- J14 ZlOl - 21;5 N_ 312S ]llr
i_ l IlL ,6-- ',,i iN' IH xxxx .... O0
_ _ STA rJ_.
"l_ m m m tR.,¢, F_u_e 14. St,=_c Mode2J_g o_ St)_9¢'_,
:. s,._ L_.= :m_ ._.:_ Loru3e_o_ , o_ Side S_
•"= SY/4BOL DESCR|PT|O.N
XXXX GRIDPOINT _ Modeling of effective skin near Iongerons and
: _xxx co_e)0 _/_[/ _ stringers as an addition to their area was one of anumb of instances where the guides were vio-
ce*_ .__________________'_"__. I' lated for cause. The logic was originally that the
CS_4EAR _," _ static (stress) model would recognize buckled skins
,_pxx CTmmM \\- ._" _ occurring under design maneuver loads. Then
with this buckled skin model, intarnal load dis-
tributions would be obtained for detailed stressing
of the elements. Locally effective areas of skin
__tWL 21 were to have been added to stringer areas for po-
tentially improved accuracy. •_,,,
,. For the vibration model, the airframe was to have
been treated as in lg level flight without maneuver
induced buckling. The original guide was written
F_ju_ I_. S,_¢t_ Mede,t.J_g o_ Fo_¢_ P_//,o_ to remove the locally effective skin area from the
(Jppe._ 8u_-L_J_e. 8t._J_ stringers for the vibration model where the skins
were to be fully effective.
It was realized when the actual modeling was
,', underway, that the labor of adding and then
The transmission support fitting at the top of the removing these small delta areas was not worth-
beam was designed to act as a truss and is rood- while. The static model internal load distributions
eled with axial CONROD's. Otherwise the model would not really be affected by these small delta
• _ was like a frame in that caps were represented by areas. This change was the most significant of
CONROD's and webs by CSHEAR's, Stiffeners the deviations made from the planned guides.
used nnly for web stability were not all mooeled
i (some were to break up panel sizes). A demonstration run was made with the static
model to determine whether the model generated
. Long rons, stringers and side skins were modeled reasonable (error free) results. Internal loads
as in Figure 14. Longerons were modeled as were calculated for a 3 g pull-up at a gross weight
CONROD's using their actual areas. Stringers, of 50000 pounds. Element forces, grid point dis-
because there a-e 36 of them on the cross-section, placements, and grid point force balances were
were lumped Into 13 effective stringers (or lumped examined. The static deflection plot for selected
I with Iongerons) tO limit the size of the model, grid points illustrated in Figure 15 indicates
Skin panels were represented by CSHEAR's. apparently rational results.
!
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The most important change to form the vibration
/ -- U#OEFORHE0 model was the change of airframe skin from
.... DEFLECTED CSHEAR's to CQDMEM2 elements. The latter areJ ! membranes which provide both the skin shear c p-
_ ability and are effective in adding bending area.
..... Th.changeisassoc,atedw, ht ebuckledv rsust ."
unbuckled skin configurations of the static and
• l vibration models discussed previously•
(
• t Concentrated weights of the engines, trans-
: missions, and APU were initially distributed to the
• attachment points in the static model while pre-
,i serving the mass and inertia of the overall air-
craft. For the vibration model, center of gravity
; grid points were introduced at the engines and
'! transmissions and appropriate inertias used.
t F_u_ iS. SCct_c _e_o_atJ¢_.o_ C_¢,
Pe._l.¢eXJ..o__o_ 3.0 G Put.Z-Up A demonstration run was performed with the vibra-
tion model. It was done in the free-free condition
- Next, the model had to undprgo certain mode,ira- to represent an in,light situation. Emphasis was
"" tions from a static to a vibration model• One of placed on the basic airframe structure by modeling .
these changes was the drag strut of the engine an empty aircraft without fuel. This avoided the
"- mount• The drag strut, Figure 16, is slotted and need for dealing with the nonlinear cargo and fuel
only acts under extreme maneuver and crash isolation systems. The demonstration run
loads. It was included in the static model, but included the calculation of natural frequencies and
was removed from the vibration model. The modes and forced response. Results of the naturalinactive strut has a vibration purpose; it prevents frequency calculation are summarized in Table 1.
_+ the drag strut from adding a yaw stiffness Based on previous CH-47 modeling and test
increment which would have placed the engine yaw experience, these results were judged to be
natural frequency on 3/rev. Further, since the reasonable. The modeling process was reported in
forward yoke support fitting is significant in Re,. 3.
forming the stiffness of the engine mounting, this
yoke was remodeled to provide better detail. Cap
areas of the forging were modeled with CBAR_s TaRt.e.I. VJ./yutt__o_P¢men_,t,'u:l,C,_nCo,_t.p
and the webs with CQUAD2 shell elements. Aj_ _j,_. )Vo_JJ_wz_Made,t
P
1 R,3i lST LAtENAL - Aft RTLON LATERAL
! ;,14 ENGINE LATERAL tAU - OUT O, RNAS!
,_ 3 7.S2 IST VERTICAL - tYt PYLON LORIITUOIOAL
VERTICAL LINK 4 11.24 (NGIN[ LATERAL tAW - IR RNAS[
DRAG LBK | II.ll ZNO ¥(ITICAL - PYLON LONOITUOINAL IA PHASE
8LOTTED DRAG LINK IS NOT I IN.OR ZAO LATERAL - ,WO PYLON LATERAL
EFFECTIVE FOR VI,RA,IO _'=_. , ,,.O, ,RO LRTERRL .... LO. LITERAL 1, 'NAS, I
MOOEL I IA.OI Aft LANOIOi OIRR LtTIIAL - OOT OF PHASE _ _
IO 1;.4! OliOEYlNEO LRTINAL I
'(_ It IR*EO UROEFIR(O LATERAL
12 I0.I! QIROE,IA(O VERTICAL _
|1 || .RI UNOIFIN(O VERTICAL
JR _.S_ ONOIFINED COURLEOVERTICAL-LAT||AL "_"
" +r , |l |R. tR UNOIFIREO COUPLEDVIRTICAL-LATIAAL
!
; 'T T ;:'rR "
I iTT 'IT'T°T:_TT T
.,, ,,,, .,, .., Time and Cost
_k,_ _ _./__ A key question has long been, can an FEM be +,
assembled and used in time to influence the design
of a new helicopter airframe?
This was estimated in great detail, as illustrated In
Figure 17, and it appears that an initial vibration
.., result can be obtained in 6 months from Contract
Award. This Is certainly timely, because primary
structure releases are not completed until the 15th
F._gu._¢16. VTcb_uc,C/.on_ dt.L_g 8,_(_e._ Ch:U_M monl:h.
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R;llil All y 1Tilt¢V_lll II_A LLAll O_l _([ F[X[O soet rmft LOA_
l , (zl VE_tICA_
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161 _TIAL l_l _lli l I •
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NtJ_ High, copter Progr_
While the deflection test was deemed to be very .
The cost of the modeling is 4430 manhours or 59oof desirable, it was not performed because of cost
a typical 85000 manhour airframe design effort. Of limitations.
', this 596, 490 is for the static model - an act v l.v
. j
that is becoming routine by Stress, and only 196
+ more to obtain the first vibration model results. Shake Test
i Beyond this point vibration iterations of the
design will add to the cost, but will certainly be The objective of the shake test was to verify the
J, cost effective if it provides a well tuned fuselage NASTRAN finite element vibration model. The
! prior Lo manufacture, approach was to obtain detailed frequency response
j and mode shapes under conditions which exercisedTest Plan all elements of the model. These included
excitation at both forward and aft hubs using all
In addition to flight vibration measurements, two flight hub forces and moments except torque and
categorJus of ground tests can be identified as covering the frequency range from 5 to 35 Hz :"
![ a mear_s cf evalua'_ing a finite element model of a (9/rev is 33 Hz).
i helicepter airframe for vibration analysis; namely,
static deflection tests and shake tests. The ground Fhe planned method of excitation was to suspend .i
test approaches have two significant advantages: electrodynamic shakers and the aircraft from a ._
(1) the rotor is removed which is a great simpli- shake test gantry, Figure 19.
fication, and (2) all applied forces can be mea- '-
sured and controlled. _ IVERTICAL SHAKER INPLANE SHAK(X ,,"
Static deflection tests seem attractive because: (1) _!t-- ,,,,oRT,,_--7;_'--_,ST L+- _mEA"
Inertia effects are eliminated allowing 0ndependent Su,0,T.,w _ su,0,, I
evaluation of stiffness. (2) To some extent, _ /_ ISOLATOR
selected parts of the airframe can be loaded fecal- S,A_
it=Ling iden*=ficatio_, of model deficiencies. On the
VERTICAL
nega_;., side, industry experience with complete S++A,..+ 0,,( u,, wr. ,0,_:
REACTIO# AP4Dro_cr .]WPLANE
Finally, it is noted that correlation with _. shake s.,,.R ,,, _,,,t* ,EA
test directly addresses the proposed application.
Deflect:or_ Test
.'.LgtMm¢19. Skate. T_t MEtkod O_ Exc./..Gt.C_nThe objective of the deflection test was to verify
the sti'fness modeling performed analytically. _.he
I approa(h was to obtain detailed deflection data Dual vertical shakers operating in a master/slave
i under loading conditions which exercised all major mode are driver, ;n or out of phase to provide el-
i structural elements of the airframe. These ther vertical, pitch or roll excitation. In theincluded bending, torsion and frame racking of the vertical direcUcn, the soft suspension of both the
constant section, pylon bending, and pylon tn aircraft and shaker isolates the shaker from the
constant section load path. aircraft except through the drive link. In the
horizontal plane, Isolation of the shaker is pro-
The proposed deflection t_st Ioadings of Figure 18 vlded by the low frequency pendulum modes of the
were deslgneci accordir, gly. :trcraft and shaker on the suspension cables.
!
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Airframe accelerometer locations are shown in 74" " " . .
Figure 20. / _-'_
1.. 1,. 1. 41 . l,
l j_, • T • I T l 1 "7 '9" ?'_ _ ' : "
,
_._., ,: t'-, __ , .... _- .. ,
-. f
F_ju_£ I0. Shak_ Te_t Ai_f_ M_a_._n_
Lo_ct_o_ F_u._P. 21. CH-47_ Tc_t $pec_¢_ _ $_k_ T_t
Suppo,'ct Fix_e ;,
Response measurements were to b_: obtained at 51
locations in three axe,=. Locatioi:s correspono to i
node points of the NASTRAN vibration model. _
,_1 -- J
Pretest NASTRAN forced analysis results were to
be compared with the shake tes_ results. The pri-
mary criteria for _or.-elation was intended to be _ _
the forced respoh=e plots. Secondary criteria
! frequencies,w°uldbe the mode shapes at the natural ii ,-- ,I-
I Industry Critique of Test Plan '_" t ' " ' '
, u_. f
; As with the modeling plan, an industry review of
the Ref. 2 test plan took place. With regard to _/_
the desirabihty of the deflection test, one 0 , <
considered the cost to outweigh the benefit. Two $' !_. f,
pointed out th&t modal parameters including
damping should .not be neglecte_4. Two noted that i. -_
the selection of hub mass effect is an important --0_,A._C ..,....'-:_._,
aspect of the test. And two reminded us that ...... i,_,l_ci[o %6,,,
rotor shaft and drive system free play may have ,,_,,,"_p.._ _
..... i." ,,
a significant impact on results. _.. _ |Sl(li Viii '* I
Ground Shake Test and Correlation
The test specimen was the second prototype of the
YCH-47D helicopter, Figure 21, '" ._.
As per th_ test plan, the aircraft was suspended F]._u_.& l_. Fo_mcu_o_ Typ_,co,t. Sh¢._.£ T_: l_u2J,_
_t the r_tor heads in a large structural steel fix-
ture which also supported the rotor head shakers.
A low frequency suspension, el! less than 2. Hz,
was employed for both the Lircraft and shakers. For el-)" excitation an extensive matrix of forced
Three linear vibratory forces and two momen:,- response plots was obtained. Figure 23 is an
were applied at each rotor head. Selection of example.
force Iovels was based on practical considerations
Includl,_g sufficient magnitude of response, shaker A summary of the test natural frequencies devel- !
_troke llmtts snd stable behavior of the susoended (_ped from the matrix of response peaks 's pre- f
shakers. Results were obtained in the form of santed in the Figure 24 bar chart. The shaker !
transfer function plots and moor shapes for each excitation whlcl_ provided the best excitation Is L
excitation, Figure 22, noted, P i
3_5
_, ,.. "II1_ I "11,,4"
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FwO WOTORHEAO (tOt.I) From location to location, considerable scatter was
• sometimes evident in the frequency at which a
i LONGITUDINAL i.:I._'AT_ L V'ERT'ICA'L given mode appeared. Th;c made it difficult to 4
_, J. J
-- "--b -- I_ ; precisely define the natural frequencies. Observednonlin ar behavior with force level is believ d to
_: r_ K be at least partially responsible for the scatter in
_. _, _, _]\ the peak frequencies. In the bar chart of Figure• ---- _ _ 24, the frequency with the largest response was
favored.
_.- AFT ROTORHEAD (LOC. 35)
1 R sent the total forced response normalized by the
" _
,),[I maximum deflection. The first response sh:pe at
"_ , 11.7 Hz (Figure 25) is dominated by the Iongi-
_'J tudinal pitch motion of the forward pylon with a
"_ STA. SOL/H COCKPITFLOOR(LOC. IO) smaller in-phase motion of the aft hub. Motions of
t " ; I I the two hubs are balanced by an essentially rigid ,
=1 I "_- body motion of the remainder of the aircraft.
ii I •
STA.50 ,/H COCI(PITFLOOR (LOC. 11)
,i "f I i i i I I'_- -
;
,_] F/_u_e 23. F_.equ.er_o#R_po_e Smmwu/ _oeFom_o_ Lo_tg/_d/._._ E_._n ,. ....... .
; FiguJ_ 25. Fo_¢ed Mode Shape ¢t 11,7 Hz vd.;t.k
:If4[4411,1 :,II 0 '"
3;L,,,,,,
- L. ,-=,, .....,°..
nl¢_ SlOE5 Cl[nTOt
/ _fOisT VlIH
: / _ = la N = I'I_$1M.! $10l ¥1IW
__i "'"'"''', Fo.'v.O_d Hu.b LoX:_wI2. EX_Oe.
t _he characteristic of the 12.6 Hz mode, Figure 26,
i is essentially that of a classical second torsion
mode. A relatively large lateral/roll motion of the
1= i_ _ _ _ il i ! _ forward pyton iS accompanied by a small in-phasemotion of the aft pylon. The pylon motions are
ti ! _ 5 li 11 ti _ opposed by a differential lateral motion of the
upper and lower cabin structure. A large lateral
motion of the aft landing gear also contributes to
F_u/¢_. _4, Su_oJU/ o_ T¢_£ No@/w2. F_tq_t_ct.¢_ the inertial balance.
316
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Like the previous mode at 12.6 Hz, the response shaker effects. Consequently, the total model was
at 15.2 Hz, Figure 27, !5 also basically a second fully representative of the test co,=figuration in-
J torsion mode. In this case, however, the in-phase cluding the support fixture, the shakers and the
hub motions are opposed by what more nearly re- aircraft and shaker suspension systems in addition
sembles a twisting motion of the cabin, as indi- to the basic airframe model. A differential stiff-
rated by differential motion from left to right as ness correction was also developed and applied to
well as top to bottom. Note also that the phase of the stiffness matr'< to include gravitational effects
the aft landing cjear is reversed in the mode. (pendulum mode;) on the suspended aircraft.
Shaker and Support System Modelin9
_----T-------_'=_,..................... " ...... Modeling of a typical shaker configuration is Jllus-
_- '._--------- -"i._1 I [_J "'--_'"__ trated in the schematic of Figure 29. The shaker
3_
,o.,.. '. stator mass and a portion of the _radle assembly
"=_ __/) mass are located at the shaker pivot point (grid
7(_11). The remaining cradle assembly weight is
; located at the cradle suspension point (grid 7012).ut
The armature flexures (armature spring) connect
..... ,,_ -_ _ the stator and the coincident armature mass. .
Motion of the armature mass is constrained to act
, - --- LUl $10(
_'- _,zeTs_=_u_=, along the axis of the drive rod. The drive rod,
'_; L_I=;_ _[ ........ I ......... _ represented by a CONROD, is assumed to carry'_,_.j only axial loads due to the flexures oriented at
,/.:._ '""' ,., _ 90°"
"_£_ F_u_e 21. Forced Mode S/_p¢ a.t 15.2 Hz
;01z - CIAp_ _$s
COINC IOIII T _ CIAI
_--lfllll{ _I_ pOIII?$ tel1 - SMAI[R STATOM PLUS
.... q'll_{rtfct[O SHAKII {IA_41 MI$$ IPOIO LI)
70}0
N01TIOITAL 701: .. ilNATURI SPIING (10O LI/IR}
¢'0'4_IIL _IT CIIOL[ NOII ] ZOiT II" O . SNARII AIM, TUl [ NA$$
ASSV (_o LI) t
J [{01100
olll ¥[ AT tO" ?00)
• ' ' F/_3u/L¢29. T_tpLe..o.£Sk<t_e._and Suspension
Mod_ i_
loll 60_0
-_-- FZgu_e 2e. Forced ModeShape cut 16.2 Hz v_ .... '....... _ _o,O:,._o._ Hub vertical Excito:tlon "_"
_oo_ I_ lo| STtUCTUlAttools
• I_ CIAI [L[M(_TS
At 16.2 HZ, Figure 28, the response shape oJs- --,-_',_,,.
played is the fundamental vertical bending mode of
the cabin section. Bending motion of the cabin is \ ,oo,,._ . _.,c.,,\ 6001, iOlOopposed by large out-of-phase pitch motions of the ,o_,.,o, ..,.L.,_C.=,=,(,s
5101. _IO+P. LOII(+ITUOIIIILSHAk(II
py:ons. _-_ _l ,on,.,oo,,o_,,.,,(,,
&Oll_, _OE2 "
NASTRAN Analysis of Test Configuration _/ ,oos,.. - _,.,,_s...s
The basic airframe vibration FEM initially demon-
strated in the free-free condition was modified to F&lu_.¢ 30. Su.ppo,'_FZctu_e NILS_ Modct.
,' the test configuration. Changes to the basic air- "
frame model included incorporation of the test hub
,f fixtures (hub weight and shaker beam as{embly) The NASTRAN model of the shake test support
'-'I and adjustments to the mass distribution to account fixture which weighs approximately 37,32_ pounds
= for equipment not installed, is shown in Figure 30. Grid points corresponding
to the aircraft and shaker support points are iden-
i The total NASTRAN model incorporated several tified. Typical modeling of the hub and shaker
'} unique features. A persistent issue with regard suspension which is the interface between the
'l to analytical correlation of test and analysis has support fixture and the basic airframe is illus-;Jeen the question of the suspension system and trated in Figure 31.
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•_o=; to 35 Hz range. While these results are applicable
Fl.lU_ only to the test equipment used in this program,
61o3 they generally support the accepted suspension ,
_- ,,1_ concept. Physically, frequency shifts and ampli-
irvelcAc) tude variations may result from any of the fol-
lowing or combination of the following:
t;- _50 !t_= 3000 't. 7SO
L=/== ¢_=. uUi, • Coupling with shaker system
• Minor coupling with the support fixture
t_ptr-_ • Prestiffening of the airframe due to gravity
' he preload.
• Other coupling mechanisms in the airframe~
._e 7me, ==z0 due to gravity preload.
6120
61zn Io=1 skeet Also, it should be remarked that the theoretical
, ¢0=sr_=aT _ appropriateness of representing pendulum modes .
. ) OPlIId:I(ElilT
-uu0m=uTS by a differential stiffness correction, while
_0_. plausible, has not bee_ thoroughly explored.
Correlation of Test and Analysis
-.. |
_- Conventional correlation of test and analysis for _
E t airframe vibration is a comparison of natural fre- ;
_' IP_Je) quencies and modes first, and forced vibration
_;! w_: second. In this program the criteria order was
_ Rm_ooi'7°°4_cmmcw[0a_0o3._,_oR _ reversed; more emphasis was _'.aced on the ability ,"
_ mFr[mzmT=_s_=rn_ss _ of the analysis to predict reasonable forced ampli-
_cu_A_=m , tudes throughout the airframe. Natural modes
;-- were in second place, although it is recognized :
-'- F.b:ju_t.M. Fo_,¢_ Hub Su_peJt6Zo,,¢Mede2._ that specific forced peaks and valleys follow
_-_ _0_.Ve.C_coJ/PJ_t_.kEx_t natural frequency placement. If ablc to predict
-: reasonable forced amplitudes from individual
-¢: rotor forces, then the analysis would be a reason-
. able tool for predicting vibration arising from
actual mixed forces and directions.
To keep the correlation process within reasonable _
- RESPONSE:FWD.HUBVERTICAL bounds, forced vibration results were presented at i "
EXCITATION: F_D. HUBVERTIC,_L only four representative and widely separated lore- _, )
: tions, Figur_ 33, each in the vertical, lateral and ;
10. Iongitud!;,al d=rections. The forces for illustration _ -3
' _, were the forward rotor vertical, pitch and lateral ] :_
o excitations. -_ single structural damping; value of ; _.
x 7.= I_ 2.5_ critical _,as .3sumed. _
..j
SUSPENDED "_',;"
, S.0 ___t ._1_ ,..,,__ . ..., ==.,,,=,,,,=,,,_,_,,=1,.,,=
• t_l_r,CO_SPOJJr5("T FOUItifl_(Lf SI_AIIAT[OL_.ATIOIIS
_Z.S FREE
V MI0 _OIIIT311_I
, , - ,, : : :
0 ',5 IO 15 20 25 30 35
Hz u_o_o_m_m / .r_
F_ _4 S_p_ Coad,i_ns
MIO POII_ _--__
'_ With regard to the question of the suspension
system and shaker effects, the support fixture is , _mot.'rcmt=tmu,_to=
always likely to have modes in the test range. . n_.O_tm(OW.Z,SZC_ITIr,AL
The question, therefore, can only be resolved by
a comparison of analytical aircraft responses for
the free and suspended conditions. Typical
results illustrated in Figure 32 show only minor F_gu_¢ ._3. Aj_.cuae Le¢ct_o_._ ¢J_ Co_tdJ._o_ _o,_
| effects with the most significant changes in the 30 Fea.oe._R_po_l,e. Co_.¢EctJ.mt , \'
%,
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Forced response comparisons with forward vertical near 17 Hz is reproduced. Vertical motion from
excitation are presented in Figure 34; with pitch excitation is acceptable on an absolute basis
forward pitch excitation in Figure 35; and with at 3/rev and 6/rev, but the magr;tudes of the
forward lateral excitation in Figure 36. The peaks disagree, a=
response scale is in -+g per pound of force.
The analyt;cal peak at 32.7 Hz is generally over-
Vertical vibration prediction from f,'-'vard rotor predicted in amplitude. This implies that the
vertical excitation in Figure 34 shJws ,_irly good proper choice of Oamping, rather than the constant
absolute magnitude correlation wnth tes" at the 2.5_o structural critical damping assumeo, would
important 3/rev and 6/rev forcing frequencies improve the correlations.
There is generally an analytical response which
can be associated with the major test peaks and Results of the forward rotor lateral excitation are
usually the minor ones as well. In the coupled in Figure 36. Again, the absclute magnitudes
direction, i.e. longitudinal motion under vertical are reasonable. On the negative side, the lateral
excitation, the absolute magnitudes, which are peak near 21 Hz is over predicted. Again the use
usually smaller than in the prime directions, are of non-constant structural damping would improve
reasonably well produced, this situation.
On the negative side, the very prominent cockpit Figure 37 is a bar chart comparing analytical and
_:a 52 test response at 28 Hz in the vertical test frequencies. In the cluster of modes from 6
direction has no strong analytical counterpart, to 8 Hz, there is one more analytical than test
mode. Since this analytical mode is an out-of-
Results of the forward rotor pitch excitation are in phase engine to engine yaw motion, it may exist
Figure 35. Comparison of test and analysis here but be masked within the adjacent aircraft Iongi-
_" gives generally good agreement. Again absolute tudinal mode at 7.2 Hz. In the cluster of modes "
_ magnitude predictions are good, especially at 3/rev from 10 to 20 Hz, there is an analytical mode
_.. and 6/rev. Longitudinal motion at the forward corresponding to every test mode. The frequency
hub shows the strong peak near 10 Hz that is error ranges from near zero to 0.8 Hz for the test
:. close to the test peak. Even the secondary peak mode at 11.7 Hz. Above 2.0 Hz there are more
• analytical than test modes. :
...; _*a_'*" VERTICAL m_**" LONGITUOINAL ,*, ..,_r A
"F I1"
,, A ,. ,,
i. i., ;
m [wr, 3_ _ 4TEST
" ANALYSIS _ '""_'"'"_.
. / -,
== =t _= n w • / _/_ # !
,..,* _ONGITLIDIIII,L // .m.. VERTICAL
i TEST
3n 6. _ en --- ANAtYSIS
F,(.gu_¢ _4. CompcC_opt O( Te_;t _rv( A_toZ[I,#_.o.=£Fo_¢e_ Re4poR_e v_,LtJt Fo/,JCW_ Vect_e.=Z Ex,u,t,t,cC_pt
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fLATERAL
FORCE </.Z_ _ ,,., _ _ i
.'"" _ LATERAL _ EXCITATION "__ I" "': ' _n J" _ _, i
_"i _ TEST ___.< _,,
_,i AV_ ANALYSIS _--_ _ _"_ IAI._/I\_>_
G_
,.,,,-_
" I " _ TEST
'_ _ -- ANALYSIS
_" _': i
- / r f
'0 lit Lt, _, ,,_,? .......... I Ill_a ii l,lqxl/
f
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!, ! eooe QUALn'y
• I
"1 ANALYTICAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES
FORMARD VERTICAL/PITCH AND LATERAL TEST CONFIGURATION
• t _ _
111 Ill 11Jl[l=l !
_I _ i ! JIll_ Vll.l$
_ I moll flAIlOil mOO[ PO$$11LI
ESTIMATED TEST NATUPAL fREQUENCY
/
F_u_e 37. Compo,'U,_or_o_ Te_t _ A_m,_,i.e,o.l _.M, F_t_,,_j
_]I Correlation Improvements A preliminary effort to evaluate some of theseimprovements has been conducted. In Figure 38, : ,
;! A number of items arose from the modeling and damping has been adjusted in an attempt to im-
co0"relation experience which have the potential for prove the forced response correlation. Instead of
; further improvement of correlation• using a constant 2.50 structural damping, the
damping has been varied by mode as indicated in
1. Correct modeling of damping is a major need. the tabulation.
The current use of a constant assumed value _
of structural damping is not adequate. Some __
form of nonuniformly distributed damping is _=._;:,_,c,,,,,= ";
requi red. _. _,_¢_(=,o_,_ . .
.,o. ,, ;:
2. Stringer area is not included in shear area of "' _:! = --t,, ,.? _:_0,=,_==_,_,
:! --_..,=., _; ,00
;..! the cross-secUon, since the usual assumption . ,, _:; ,_,= _,'_
I of skin areas carrying all shears is made. i; ..... =_.0_ _
._ When summed the shear area of stringers is ,, I_ ,o.o
as much as 509o of the skin area. _. i :! ,0 ,_:_
•_ _ el II 0.15
0l 1.0
II lg
_,_ 3. The upper portion of the splice joints is incompres ion u der lg loading and unc - , 0.0111 _
"' nected stringers may be axially effective. '_=_"_'_
_. 4. More thorough modeling of the forward trans- F_ju/L_ _. E_e.e.X: o_ Modo_. l)oJep_t9 o_t Fo&ce._
mission cover, shaft, bearings and bearing Re_po_¢ Co_._t! clearances may be necessary to obtain a still
closer match of the mode near 3/rev.
I
5. The hub test fixture should be remodeled to The damping was varied here to obtain the best
better reflect elastic effects at the interface match at the bottom of the response, away from
with the rotor shaft the resonance points.
6. Masses are distributed to approximately 109o of A second improvement item has been explored.
the structural grid points. A finer mesh may Table 2 summarizes the results of a number of ex-
be necessary to improve higher mode ploratnry runs to Investigate the effect of splice I_
predictions, joint continuity and stringer shear area. For
i
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f S_l_e_. _t_.._ A2Ee.Q. O_t _O._J2f._ _ CONTINUOUS SPLICE ,JOINT AND STRINGER REACTION ,L-
RESPONSE: STA. SZ R/H LONG.
EXCITA"rIoN: R_). HUB PITCH
AIIALYTICAL FIIEQU[ICI($ _._z X |G "_
S._lc[ aOlut US(LIll( 5TA. li_ NeD 440 SfA. lU _0 -'-" 313
5J_L4/¢V_I.U_""_'_I_ IA_L|II{ IA_L|I[ I1.11 ||.S Jb_.O I1.11
|.Z5 S+Z6 6.40 1.13 1.08 1.40
7.1 1.1| 7.11 l,iO 7.64 l,ll l_
" • 1 91 I,i1_ I._ Lit 8-$? I.OD
1.411 I.', 1.5, I., ,.M 8.SI " ' : r_
TIsT V_LL_ • I1._ H= _ I0 15 I1.1| 11.4_ I1.11 II,l_ I1._ _ -
J I1._ I i. (EL 13._ II.M |4,U_ I $. (IO I tO
I$.ll I ).ill II.ll I$.11 li._ 14.11
%" 14+1_ ll*ll IS.i| |i II 17+M I$.i_
1S 4; I$.MI 1S.IM 11.14 I1.11 IS.iN
II.Ot II. II 18+44 )l.ll lO.ll il.44
Zlg,Ol ZO Ol ZO.31 EI.|I If.l) _q).l
_.i4 _.?1 |1._ ll.lt i_.l I1.11
ll.ll 11.14 1_._ ll.li _.tl _._10 I
" '_, _ I0 _.|_' Z'_.ll 14. Id ZS.II II.I l !
11.¢1 13+_ l:l.tl Hi ll.m It.lt 0 ' ''l '''+' +Ht'"l*Jlt' +h+ !_++ Z] S_l Z4.05) E il IS.O) 17.J5 ll.l _ 10 15 _O _ 30 _
_._ z$" _s.. e_._ m.8: _l._ FRE;UENCY,hERTZ
I_ 4Z ll.4_ 17.71 _I.M _0.el 17.71
"" "'" "" _'._ "." ".'+ F_ju_e 40. Cemb.bte..dE_ee.,_o_ Sp_¢e _To_j_
expediency, the stringer shear area was simulated
by modifying the shear modulus so as to effec- Forced response runs were then made with these
tively increase the shear area. The thrust of the two improvements. As representative, look at
+.: effort was to raise the baseline analytical Ire- cockpit longitudinal response under forward rotor
quency at 10.85 Hz to the test value at 11.7 Hz. pitching moment excitation shown in Figures 39 and
The chart shows that with all the stringers con- 40.
tinuous at Stations 160 and 440, the frequency did
,. increase from 10.85 to 11.31 HZ. This change in The inclusion of these two, somewhat secondary '
splice joint continuity has remarkably little effect effects, thus have an impressive effect on
on the frequency of the remaining modes, improvement of the correlation.
Next, to represent the actual stringer shear area,
the shear modulus is increased by a factor of 1.5, Industry Critique of Test _nd Correlation
the frequency of this mode increased to 11.68 Hz,
_- almost exactly the 11.7 Hz test value. Rather than a series of on site briefings, the
presentation and critique of the test and corre-
----..mASU_E0 lation activity was made at a joint meeting of t_
--CONTt.UOUS SPLICE,IOIN_ industry representatives. The analytical approach "+
.... BASELINE_LVSIS of modeling the shakers and support systems in
-" RESP0_SE:STA.SZR/_ L0_. addition to the basic airframe received favorable
: e IO" 31_ EXCITATION: FI_. NUtS PITCH comments from all attendees. Reasons cited in-
cluded: (1) verification of normally accepted
suspension concept, (El insured one-to-one com-
_ parison, and (3) directly addressed interaction
" issue. Overall, the correlation below E0 HZ was
1_ deemed good. However, the consensus of opinion
_ I was that the higher frequency range needed more
%. I T
; ¢= I work. A finer mass breakdown was considered to
' I0 _ # be a key aspect in improving high freque _
', _ _ correlation.",J I
I _ _ _ t Several comments unrelated to specific test results
" _ S r • t are also worthy of mention. One observer sug-ges,ed that study of the available results might
provide guidelines for a realistic validation
criteria. A second noted that a stronger manage-
O__,,h,,,;,,tth,,u,.,1,,,,,,,uJ sent commitment to adequate shake testing and
$ I0 15 EO E5 .10 _ correlation was needed.
FREOUENCY,HERTZ
Ref. 4 reported the details of the ground shake 't
F,_juA.e._9. E_e_: o_ Sp_¢¢ ..ToZ_u_Co_..,/.m=,_ 0_I test and the correlation effort. Ref. 5 is an
Fo_¢td R_po_4¢ CO/_,__.,(.On overall program summary. +
_22
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: Stress-Weights-Dynamics is key to achieving 1982. I
_ an FEM suitable for internal loads, structural I
member sizing and vibration analysis. 3. Gabel, R., Kesack, W.J. and Reed, D. A.,
"Planning, Creating and Documenting a
• Cost of the total effort is 4,430 man-hours or NASTRAN Finite Element Vibrations Model of a '_;
5go, 49o is already usual for internal loads; the Modern Helicopter, Modeling Documentation "f
vibration model is another 196. Rep_rt," NASA CR166077, March 1983. .
• Satisfactory procedures were developed for 4. Gabel, R., Reed, D. A., Ricks, R.G.,
_,_ analysis of the suspended aircraft. Corn- "Planning, Creating and Documenting a
_- parison of free and suspended configuration NASTRAN Finite Element Vibrations Model of a
_ indicates only minor differences. Modern Helicopter, Ground Shake Results and *
_: Correlation Report," NASA CR166107, May
• • Reasonable correlation was obtained between 1983.
test and analytical results. Adequate ._
=- modeling of damping appears as a major 5. Gabel, R., Kesack, W. J., Reed, D. A.,
= stumbling block to improved correlation. Ricks, R. G., "Planning, Creating and
_ Documenting a NASTRAN Finite Element Model
-" • Nonlinear effects result in test scatter of of a Modern Helicopter, Summary Report,"
: peak responses about the natural frequencies. NASA CR17229, October 1983.
Force level was identified as one source of
nonlinearity.
• Significantly improved correlation appears
possible by including secondary effects such
as stringer shear area and effective splice
joint stringer continuity due to Ig loading.
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DISCUSSION
Paper No. 20
PLANNING, CREATING AND DOCUMENTATING A N_STRAN FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF A MODERN HELICOPTER
R. Gabel
D. Reeo
R. Ricks 4
_ and
:. W. Kesack
Charlle Fredrlckson, Sikorsky Aircraft: Dick, I think that was a really neat paper, well
thought out, and very nicely presented and so on. I'd llke to ask you three questions. Did you
:] previously do a N_TRAN model on the Chlnook , in other words had you previously taken an earlier
FEMaxxlel on the Chinook and upgraded it to the D before it actually flew and if you Old, how
• did that compar_ wlt_ this well-planned FEM model that you did later on?
Gabel: Well, we did do that, Charlie, _ny, many years ago for the A model of the Chinook.
._: There was a model built and there was even hardware made to try to tune it and the fact that the
Chinooks had vibration troubles through their whole life means that i_ didn't work very well.
Fredrickson: I was trying to find out if you had upgraded that model for the D.
_, Gabel: No, we were too stupid to do that. We actually _tarted from scratch and used the design •
drawings for the D. Since many of the people who did the early model were long gone anyway, it
'_ didn't really matter.
Fredrickson: In the actual shake test, how did you actually identify what you considered to be
_ natural modes of the aircraft?
Gabe._1:Combinations of things: we used the peak, the forced amplitude, we used the 90° phase
_I between the amplitudes and the shaker force, we used the frequency circle diagrams--about 3 or
4 different ways.
Fredrickson: Okay. I know in my own experience, if you use one or another method and don't use
kind of a combination, you're liable to miss a few modes along the way.
Gabel: But then they're not pure because we were shaking with one shaker at a time at one rotor
head and to get a pure mode you have to have distributed shakers which nobody does any more.
; Fredriekson: Another question about how the shake test was done. Was that a swept sine or
random input or Justexactly what was the methodology behind the shake test itself?
Gabel: It was a slow sweeping sine.
Wayne Johnson, NASA Ames Research Center: With the coming switch to composite airframes, do you
- think that's going to make this job harder or easier?
Gatel: Different. So far the elements being used are really the same as the stress people have i
been using for the metal elements. They are not going into it layer by layer because of the _
[
magnitude of the structure.
I
Johnson: Do you think the composite structures will have more or less small scale variations? I
It seemed that one of the things you were saying is that small scale variations which are not Imodeled are almost certainly a cause of some of the discrepancies. Do you think composites willhave more or less of that?
Gabe____!1:It's hard to say. I would think they might have more because the way they're laid up-- I
it's not quite the same as a rolled out metal sheet. There may be variations in thickness and
-" such things that _y be more complex. I ,night comment that Langley is underway on a continua-
tion of this program, where Sikorsky, Hughes, and Bell are analyzing their production metal
aircraft. Since we have already done the first metal one, we're underway on the first composite
aircraft. We are modeling it and we're going through the same process that's shown her_.
I Bob Wc_d_ Hughes Helicopters: Dick, I'd llke to compliment you on a fine presentation. As
, Hughes is one of the participants tn it, I Just wanted to bring out one of the values among many
of the values I think we're finding from this NASTRAN analysis. In the case of the Apache, the
second vertical bending mode came out to be practically right on our N per rev and we thought
that was really the problem. But using our NASTRAN [moael] and taking the percentage of modal
contributions, it turned out that for the forced response, the primary contributor to the pilot
Ind cockpit vibration was a w'ng-symmetrlc mode down at I_ Hertz. I think this is one of the
values we can get out of NASTRAN.
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